CLASSES OF MAXIMUM NUMBERS AND MINIMUM
NUMBERS THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN
SYMMETRIC EQUATIONS IN n RECIPROCALS*
BY

II. A. SIMMONS

1. Introduction.

Recently

we presented

a solution in positive

integers

of

the equation!
(1)

2(l/(*!*,

• ■ • Xr)) = b/a, a =. [ic+

l)b - lj,

in which o, c are positive integers and 2(l/(xiX2 • • ■xr)) is the rth elementary
symmetric function of the n, n>r, reciprocals l/xx, l/x2, ■ ■ ■ , l/xn; and we
proposed the problems of finding the maximum number and the maximum sum
and the maximum product of the numbers that can appear in any solution in
positive integers of (1).
The purposes of the present paper are as follows: to obtain a result that
includes as a special case a solution of the problem concerning the maximum
number just mentioned; to identify relative to (1) a class of maximum numbers
that includes the maximum sum and the maximum product (but not the

maximum number) just referred to, and to state without proof results that
we have obtained

concerning

classes of maximum

numbers

relative to certain

elementary symmetric equations that include (1) ; to identify relative to a
very general symmetric (not necessarily elementary symmetric) equation in
», n> 1, reciprocals a class of minimum numbers; and to give applications of
some of these results.
A reader who desires only a statement of our main results and the applications that we give of them should refer to §§7 and 12 for our definitions of
E-solution and Xi,¡ix), respectively, and then read the two theorems in §12,
the two in §23, and the applications in §§24 to 27 inclusive. Theorem 2, §12,
contains our first generalization of the known results concerning Kellogg's
Diophantine problem^ and extensions of it. Theorem 3, §12, defines the class
of maximum numbers that we associate with (1). Our last application, §27,
contains for a perfect number with exactly « divisors less than itself an apparently new upper bound in which number theorists may be interested.
* Presented to the Society, April 4, 1931, December 28, 1931, and April 9, 1932; received by the
editors April 8, 1932.
t Cf. American Mathematical Monthly, 1930, p. 141.
î Cf. O. D. Kellogg, American Mathematical Monthly, 1921, p. 300; D. R. Curtiss, American
Mathematical Monthly, 1922, pp. 386-387; and Tanzô Takenouchi, Proceedings of the PhysicoMathematical Society of Japan, (3), vol. 3, No. 6, pp. 78-92.
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Irrational, as well as rational, numbers are included both among the maximum numbers and the minimum numbers that we identify, so that our results are not of a purely Diophantine character.
The discussion from §2 to the end of this paper is divided into five parts,
as follows: Part 1, a class of minimum numbers, §§2 to 5 (inclusive); Part 2,
a general approach to our theory of maximum numbers, §§6 to 11 ; Part 3, the
individual maximum number and the class of maximum numbers that we associate with equation (1), §§12 to 21; Part 4, further possibilities of the procedure
of Part 3, §§22 to 23; Part 5, applications (to series, theory of equations, a
problem in physics, and perfect numbers), §§24 to 27.
We present our theory of minimum numbers first because we are able to
give it briefly and at the same time prepare the reader, to some extent, for the
more lengthy discussion of maximum numbers.

Part

1. A class of minimum numbers

2. Statement of Theorem 1. Let Q(l/xi, l/x2, ■ ■ • , l/xn)=Q(l/x)
be any
polynomial that is symmetric in the n, n>l, reciprocals 1/xi, l/x2, ■ • • ,
l/x„, contains one or more positive coefficients and no negative coefficient,
and has no constant term. We wish to identify a class of minimum numbers
relative to the equation

(2)

Ç(l/*) = c,

where c is any positive constant and the xp (p = 1, ■ ■ ■, n) axe restricted to
positive values.
If in (2) we set each of the xp equal to X, the resulting equation will have,
according to a well known theorem (for algebraic equations) and the definition of Q(l/x), exactly one positive root, say X = M. Thus one positive
solution* of (2) is the symmetrical solution x = W, where
(3)

WP = M

(p=

1,2, •••,»).

Let P(*i, x2, ■ ■ ■, x„)=P(x) he any polynomial which is symmetric in
the n variables that appear in Q(l/x) and contains one or more positive coefficients and no negative coefficient, and is not identically equal to a constant.
The case in which Q(l/x) and P(x) axe polynomials in (xix2 ■ ■ ■x„)_1
and XiX2• • • ¡r„,f respectively, will be referred to as the special case.
The result which we desire to prove is expressed in the following theorem.
* Positive solution means solution in positive numbers.
f That is, in compact language, where P(x) [Q(l/.v) ] does not contain any one of its variables
except in some positive integral power of XiX2• ■ ■ xn \(xxx, • ■ ■*n)-lJ.
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I. If x?¿W is a positive solution of (2),* Pix) >P(W)

except in

the special case, in which Pix) =F(PF).
In §3 we indicate convenient ways for our purposes of expressing Qil/x)
and Pix) in terms of two of their variables; in §4, we exhibit a useful transformation, and we establish a lemma that is to be employed in the proof of
Theorem 1 ; in §5, we prove Theorem 1.
3. Expressions for Qil/x) and Pix). If xt and x¡ are any two distinct variables of the set * of (2), then Qil/x) [Pix) ] can be expressed in exactly one
way apart from arrangements of terms as a polynomial in ixiX,)-1 and

(xc»+xi-p),p

= l, 2, ■ ■ ■ [xíXj and (*/+*/),

t = l, 2, ■ ■■ }; the coefficients

being positive and independent of xt and x¡. Suppose that

(4)
(5)

Qil/x) = 2Z¿p(xTp+ *TP)+ 5> «.(*<**)"«(*<"•
+ xr);
(p)
(«»)
Pix) = 2ZCt(xi' + xf) + 2ZDuÁXiX,)u(xiv
+ */),
(O

(«»)

where for a given polynomial Q(l/x) [P(x) ] each of p, a, s [t, u, v] ranges over
a finite number of non-negative integral values and a [«], let us say, does not
assume the value zero.
The use that we make of (4) and (5) in our proof of Theorem 1 will be apparent from the lemma of §4.
4. A transformation and a fundamental lemma. We first define the transformation that we use in proving Theorem 1. Since x (of Theorem 1) is different from W, there exists in x at least one number < M (cf. (3)) and at least
one >M. Suppose that i and y are positive integers, each ^n, such that
x,<M and x, > M; and apply to x the transformation
(6)

x¿ = xp

(p*

i,j),

xi = ixi + a) £ M, x'j = (*,- - ß) ^ M,

where a and ß are positive numbers so chosen that the set x' satisfies (2).f
That Pix) >P(*') except in the special case is a consequence of equation (5)

and the following lemma.
Lemma 1. With i andj equal to distinct positive integers, each g«, if x{, x,-,
a, ß are positive numbers such that ixi+a) ^ ixj—ß) ; if p, (a, s), Ap, Bqa have
the meanings here that they have in (4) ; and if
* There exist infinitely many positive solutions of (2) ; for W is one such solution, and since the
roots of a rational integral algebraic equation are continuous functions of its coefficients, equation
(2) has infinitely many positive solutions that differ only slightly from W.
f That a, ß can be so chosen is evident from a fact that was used in the above footnote.
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2ZAP[(xi + a)~" + (*, - ß)~"]
(p)

+ 2ZB*(*i+ «)"«(*/- ß)~g[(*i+ «)"•+ (*/ - ß)~'] = ö(l/*),*
(s»)

then
(8)

x^,

g; (Xi + a)(xi

- ß); (*/ + x/)

> [(«, + «)* + (*,• - ß)h],

where his a positive integer. Furthermore the equality sign holds in (8i) if, and
only if, Q(l/x) is a polynomial in (xxx2 ■ ■ ■*»)_1 [and Q(l/x) is otherwise as it

was definedin §2].
If we can prove that ß >a, (82) will follow, as can be shown by considering
its equivalent
[x/

-

(Xj -

ß)h]

>

■■- +

(Xj -

[(Xi + a)h -

x,"},

which readily reduces to
ßix*-1

+

x>-2(Xi

-

ß) +

> aixp-1

and observing that, with ß>a
ßxf(xj

ß)»-1]

+ X*-2(Xi + a)+

■■ - + (xí + aY'1},

and (xi+a)^(x,-—ß),

- ß)h~1~k > ax?(Xi

+ a)h~1~k (k = 0, 1, • • • , h -

1).

Consequently, to prove Lemma 1, it suffices to show that the following statements are true: (A) ß>a; (B) if Q(l/x) is a polynomial in (xxX2■ ■ ■z„)-1, the
equality sign holds in (8i) ; (C) if Q(l/x) is not such a polynomial, the in-

equality sign holds in (8i).
(A) We first prove that ß^a. Suppose ß=a. We shall show that this assumption leads to a contradiction of (7). The inequality x{Xj<(xt+a) (x¡—ß)
follows from the hypotheses (x{+a) u(x—ß) and ß=a>0.
Consequently,
with m equal to any positive integer,
(9)

(xí +

a)~m(xj

-

a)~m

<

(xiXj)-m.

From our hypotheses, it is easy to prove by procedure that was used in the
last paragraph above that
(10)

[(xí + a)m +

(xj -

a)m]

¿

(Xim +

Xjm) ■

Now (9) and (10) imply that
(11)

[(Xi + a)-"1 + (x,- -

a)—]

< (xTm + xfm);

and with ß = a, (7), (9), (11) involve a contradiction. Hence ß^a.
That ß>a can be proved as follows. Use of (9) and (11) in (7) shows, as
* Cf. (4).
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was just observed,

that if ß =a the left member
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of (7) is less than its right.

Further, if ß is decreased from one positive value to another (the other quantities in (7) remaining fixed) the left member of (7) is decreased. Hence it is
evident that if the left member of (7) is as large as its right, then ß>a.
(B) Let \ = ixi+a)ixj—ß)
and p = XiXj. In the present case, then, (7)
reduces to
(12)

2>So(X"9 - p-*) = 0.

By hypothesis X>0, p>0, F50^0 for every value that a assumes in (12), and
F?0>0 for at least one such value of a, which is necessarily a positive integer
iqy^O, cf. §3). Hence (12) has exactly one real solution for A, namely \=p.
Therefore the equality sign holds in (8i).
(C) We again make an indirect proof in which (7) is contradicted. Suppose that XiXj¿ixi+a)ixj—ß),
so that with to equal to any positive integer,
(13)

ixi + a)-'"iXj

- /3)-» ^ ixix,)-m.

From (13) and the fact that under present hypotheses

(one of which is ß >a)

[ixi + a)m + ix¡ - ß)m] < ixr + xr)

(cf. (10)), it follows that
(14)

[ixi + a)— + ixj - 18)-"] < (xr- + *,-*»).

In the present case, either Ap>0 for some positive integral value of p in (7)
or Bqs>0 for some pair of positive integral values a, 5 in (7); hence (13) and
(14) contradict (7). Therefore the inequality sign holds in (8i).
5. Proof of Theorem 1. To establish Theorem 1, it suffices (cf. (5) and
Lemma 1) to exhibit a particular transformation of the general type (6) with
the following property: if x^W is a positive solution of (2), a finite number of
applications (preferably in a prescribed order) of the transformation carries x
into W. We next present a convenient such transformation,
of the preferred

type.
In x, let the elements xp which exceed their correspondents Wp of W (cf.
(3))be denoted by xQl, xq.v ■ ■ ■ , where qx<q2< ■ ■ ■ , and let the xp which are
less than Wp be designated xlQ, x.¡q, ■ ■ ■ , where iq<2q< ■ ■ ■ ■ Then we define our transformation of x into a new solution x' oí (2) by tx or h'

(Is)
according

spectively.

(h)

(<i)

x¿ = xp(p * qx,iq), xq, = M, Qil/x')
,

"

= Qil/x);

" , 4 = M, " "

as k defines *,,' to be not greater

" ,

than M or greater than M, re-
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Whether h or t2 of (15) is used, it is obvious that xiq<xiq' ^M and xq,
>Xq[ ^M. Hence transformation
(15) is of the type (6) (because each transformation keeps (» —2) of the je's fixed and increases (decreases) an x(<M
(x,->M) to a value */ ¿M (xf =M)), and x' obviously contains at least one
more element of solution W than does x. If x'^W, let x'tl>, x'q¿, -be
the
elements of x' which exceed M, where q{ <q2 < ■ ■ ■ , and let x[q>,x'2q>,■ ■ ■
be the elements of x' which are less than M where iq' <2q' < • • • . Then we
may evidently repeat our transformation (15) with x", x', q' in the place of
x', x, q, respectively, and obtain a set x" which contains at least one more element of solution W than does x'; etc., with the same method of repeating the
transformation until x is carried into W. Hence transformation (15) is of the
type desired, and Theorem 1 is true.

Part

2. A general

6. An equivalent

approach

of Lemma

to our theory

of maximum numbers

1, and a transformation

The following lemma, which is equivalent
theory of maximum numbers.

which increases

to Lemma 1, is fundamental

P(x).

in our

Lemma la. With i and j equal to distinct positive integers, each =ra, the
number of variables in (2), if *¿, x¡, a, ß are positive numbers such that a<Xi^x¡;
if p, (q, s), Av, Bqs have the meanings here that they have in (4) ; and if

ZX[(*i - a)"»+ (*/+ 0)-*]
(If)

(P>

+ 2ZBM> - a)-«(«, + 0)-«[(*¡ - a)-' + (x¡ + ß)~>]= Qil/x),*
(«»>

then
(17)

XiX¡ Ú (Xi - «)(*,■ + ß), ixt + xf) < [ixi - ay + (Xi + ß)k],

where his a positive integer. Furthermore the equality sign holds in (17 i) if, and
only if, Q(l/x) is a polynomial in (xix2 ■ ■ ■ffn)-1.
The transformation.
If x is a positive solution of any given equation of
type (2), in which we have supposed that n > 1, there exist in x two numbers
Xi, x¡ such that Xi^x,. Hence by a transformation of the type
(18)

X¿ = Xp

(p 9e i,j),

XÍ = Xi - a,

Xj = Xj + ß,

where xi} x„ a, ß are as they are required to be in Lemma la, we obtain for
the given equation a positive solution x' such that P(x) <P(x') except in
the special case, in which P(x) =P(x'). In subsequent sections of this paper
we shall not deal with an equation of type (2) in which Q(l/x) is a polynomial
* Cf. (4).
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in ixxx2 ■ ■ ■xn)~x since such equations

are of very little interest;
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hence we

shall not need to consider the special case.
From the last paragraph it is evident that Pix) does not attain a maximum value on the positive solutions of any given equation of type (2) in
which Qil/x) is not a polynomial in ixxx2 ■ ■ ■*»)_1; hence for equations (2)
in which Qil/x) is not such a polynomial, we must not admit all of the positive solutions.
7. The type of solution that we are to study. In considering the case r = 1
of equation (1), Curtiss and Takenouchi admitted all solutions x in which (i)
Xi, x2, ■ ■ • , xn-X are positive integers and (ii) xx ^ x2 ^ • • • :£*„. Such solutions of any given equation include all of its positive integral solutions for
which (ii) holds and perhaps other solutions,* and will be referred to as Esolutions (extended solutions). One naturally asks the following question:
for the case r = 1 of (1), are all positive solutions in which (»— 1) of the x's are
integers bounded? That the answer is no is clear from the fact that a solution
of the equation ix^+xf1) = 1, which is a special case of the equation that
we are considering, is given by [a(a —l)-1, a] where a is any real number > 1.
For the case r = 1 of (1) the positive solutions in which less than (« —1) of
the x's are integers are of course also unbounded. In as much as Curtiss and
Takenouchi have shown that the ^-solutions of every equation of type (1)
for which r = l are bounded,! it is now clear that the E-solution was the
natural type for them to consider. Now since we have relative to E-solutions
a theory which will obtain (as we are to show in the sequel) the results mentioned in the first two paragraphs of §1, it is obviously desirable that we
choose £-solutions as the type to study. This we do.
In the next section we shall show (rather point out that Curtiss has proved
without observing the fact) that the ^-solutions of every equation of type (2)
are bounded. Then in the rest of Part 2 we shall present certain further facts
of interest about E-solutions.
8. Proof that the F-solutions of every equation of type (2) are bounded.
If we can prove that the ^-solutions of every equation of type (2) that has
one or more ^-solutions are bounded, we shall have reduced the problem of
finding all of these E-solutions to a finite number of trials. We shall now show
that this has been essentially done by Curtiss in an article in which he proved
* For example, the equation (xi~l+xïl) = 2/l has only two positive integral solutions for which
(ii) holds, namely (4,28) and (7,7), and has four solutions that satisfy (i) and (ii), namely the two

just given and (5,35/3), (6,42/5).
t If the ¿-solutions of any given equation of type (2) are bounded, there is only a finite number
of sets of values (xx, xi, ■ • • , Xn-i) that belong to E-solutions of the equation, and if xx, *2, • • • , «n-i
are given elements of such an jE-solution, its nth element is uniquely determined. Thus if the E-solutions of any equation of type (2) are bounded, they are finite in number.
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that the positive integral solutions of an equation that includes (2) are
bounded.* His equation (1), p. 859 of the article just cited, includes our equation (2). The argument which he carried through in arriving at the relations
(5), p. 861, is based on the assumptions

that XxSx2^k ■ • • ^xn and that x is

a positive integral solution of (1), p. 859. However, he did not use the assumption that xn is an integer; the hypotheses which he actually used are precisely
(i) and (ii) of §7. Consequently his procedure gives the following result : the
E-solutions of every equation of type (1), p. 859, are bounded; they have the
bounds that are defined by relations (5), p. 861. Consequently the P-solutions
of equation (2) above are bounded.
In the next section we consider an example in which the number of trials
referred to above is small; furthermore, one E-solution that is obtained in this
example is of particular interest because it has two properties with which we
shall be greatly concerned in the sequel.
9. An example of a class of maximum numbers and of an individual maximum number associated with an equation of type (2) that is not elementary
symmetric. Suppose that
(19)

xr1 + xf1 + (xixj-1

+ XT2 + x22 = 1.

The only £-solutions that (19) has are x = v = (3, 3) and x = w = (2, 3 + 131'2).
To prove that w gives to every polynomial of type P(x) ( = P(xx, £2) here,
since Q(l/x) is the left member of (19)) a larger value than does v, it suffices
to show that if in the notation of Lemma la, (xí, x¡) = (xx, x2) = (3, 3) and if
a-1, (3= 131/2, then (17) holds with < in its first relation. This conclusion
follows from Lemma

la and the fact that in (19) Q(l/x)

is not a polynomial

in (xxX2)-1.

Hence every polynomial of the type P(x) just mentioned is maximized
(with respect to values that are given to it by P-solutions of (19)) by taking
x = w. Since there are infinitely many such polynomials, we have identified
relative to (19) infinitely many maximum numbers. Furthermore, we note
that w is the solution to which Kellogg's process! leads, and that since
w2= (3 + 131/2) is the largest number that appears in either w or v, w contains
* Cf. D. R. Curtiss, Classes of Diophantine equations whose positive integral solutions are bounded,

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 1929, p. 859.
t Cf. O. D. Kellogg, loe. cit. In obtaining his interesting solution of the equation 2(l/*i) = l,
Kellogg proceeded as follows. He first assigned to x¡ the smallest (positive integral) value, say
*i = a>i(= 2), that satisfies the inequality *rl<l¡ then he assigned to 3c2the smallest value, say
Xi=wt( = i), such that (a>i, w2) satisfies the inequality (*f4+*f1)<l> and he continued minimizing
the remaining variables of the set X\, Xt, • • • , *n-i in this order, one at a time, until all of them were
fixed, say («i, *a, • • ■ , ¡d-i) = (id, w¡, ■■■ , wn_ï). It turned out that the value thus determined by
the equation 2(l/a;i) = 1 for xn=wn was an integer with a remarkable property that is described in
Curtiss's article (loc. cit. in third footnote on p. 876).
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the maximum number that exists in any E-solution of (19), while no other Esolution of (19) has this property.
10. Kellogg solutions. In the rest of this paper if a solution x of any given
equation is obtained by Kellogg's process (of minimizing xx, x2, ■ ■ • , xn-i
in this order, one at a time), we shall denote it by w and call it the Kellogg solution of the given equation. Nearly all of the rest of this paper will be devoted
to the identification of maximum numbers that we associate with Kellogg
solutions of certain elementary symmetric equations which are special cases of
(2). Every Kellogg solution with which we shall be concerned is an E-solution,*
though of course the converse is not the case (cf. first footnote on page 882).
After we obtain the Kellogg solution w of a given equation, we attempt to ascertain whether w has the two properties which were described for the solution (3, 3 + 131/2) in the example of §9, namely (I) w„ is the largest number
that exists in any F-solution of the given equation and wn appears in but one
such .E-solution; (II) if x is any .E-solution except w of the given equation,
Pix)<Piw).]
In the cases of some solutions w (of elementary symmetric
equations) that we obtain, we are unfortunately unable to determine whether
or not they have either of the properties I and II (cf. §23).
We next present two general lemmas which will be of use in establishing
properties I and II for certain solutions w that we are to study in the sequel.
11. Important lemmas. Suppose that when the left member of (2) is expressed as a polynomial in xñl the resulting equation is

i2())Qil/x)=Qoil/x)+Qiil/x)x-'

+ Q2il/x)x-2+

■■■+ Qxil/x) • s.-x«e,

where the QPil/x)=QPil/xi,
l/x2, • • • , l/xn-X) ip = 0, I, ■ ■ ■, X) are symmetric polynomials in the xr1 it = l, ■ ■ ■, n—1), with no negative coefficient,
and where at least one of the Q„il/x), p>0, is not zero. Then the following
lemma is obviously true.
Lemma 2. Suppose there exists an E-solution, say x = u, of (20) with the
property that if x is any E-solution except u of (20),

e,(i/*)áwv«)

(/»= (),i,- ■,x),

the sign < holding for at least one of the specified values of p; then it follows that
un is the largest number that exists in any E-solution of (20), and un appears in
but one E-solution of this equation.
* The Kellogg solution of a given equation of type (2) may not be an .E-solution. Lor example,
the Kellogg solution of the equation (xî*+xf)"l
is î;'=(2, 2/3"2), and since ~w-t<w¡,w is not an

E-solution.
f It is interesting to note that the Kellogg solution, which obviously exists for every equation
of type (2), may be an E-solution and yet not have either of the properties I and II. For example,

the Kellogg solution of the equation (*r,+*Tl+*'f,)~(5/l<>)

is k' = (4,17,272), while »=(5,9,721))

is also an E-solution of this equation, and here flj>î;i, (»i+»8-H'»)>(«,i+ii'»+H'j),

and ViW*>b'iTO»'V
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Remark. In terms of Lemma 2, we observe that Curtiss's result on Kellogg's Diophantine problem was obtained by showing that with

Q(l/x)=Qo(l/x)+Qi(l/x)-Xn1

= 1,

where

Qoil/x) = XT1+ xfl+

■■■+ xjLi,

Qx(l/x) m 1,

Kellogg's solution w is the u of Lemma 2 ; that is, if x is any P-solution except

w(=u), then Qo(l/x) <Qo(l/w) and Qi(l/x) =Qi(l/w) = 1.
Lemma 3. Suppose there exists an E-solution x = u of (2) with the property
that if x is any E-solution other than u of (2), it is possible to transform x into u
by one or more transformations of type (18), in ivhich the notation of Lemma la

holds; then it follows that P(x) <P(u).
Part

3. The individual maximum number and the class of maximum
numbers that we associate with equation (1)

12. The Kellogg solution of an elementary symmetric equation. Statements of two theorems. With i ^ 0 andj equal to integers, we let 2¡,,•(:*;)stand
for theyth elementary symmetric function of the i variables xh x2, ■ ■ ■ , x¡;
with the (customary) understanding that

2U(*)<"

==0 when { < j and also when j < 0;
1 when j = 0.

The equation whose Kellogg solution we now desire is
S»,r(l/*)

+ Xr+12„,r+I(l/x)

+ X,+sZn.r+,(l/aO

+ •••

+ X,2„,„(l/x) = b/a,

a = [(c + l)b - l],*

in which r, s, n are any positive integers such that r<s^n;
b, c are any positive integers; and theXp ip = r+l, r + 2, ■ ■ ■ , s) axe integers^0.
In obtaining
the solution in question, we first express the 1in,p(l/x) of (21) by means of
the following identities, which are convenient for our purposes:

s».r(l/*) =-(-

2^-;

XxX2 ■ ■ ■ Xr

p„r

Xpj-1

2».,(1A)- E J-.Z'^w(>)
,,=r

-V'p+1 XlXt

.r1.Ï2 ' • ' Xp

(J . r + 1,r + 2, ■• -, ,).

■ ■ ■ Xp

* By taking a in this way, we generalize a problem of Takenouchi (loc. cit. in third footnote on p.
876), and we have in (21) an equation whose Kellogg solution is a solution in positive integers (cf.
(23)). With all symbols of (21) exceptaas they are defined just below (21),our choice of ais the only
one 5-^1 that we have found with the property that the Kellogg solution of the resulting equation
(21) is a solution in positive integers.
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to the following equation:

1
*l*2

• • • Xr

(22)

^i

1

rSp,p_r+i(x)

+ Xr+iSp,p_r(x) + • • • + Xs2p,p_s+i(a;)"l _

p=t Xp+i \_

XiX2 ■ ■ ■ xp

b

Ja

where a= [(c+l)6 —1 ] is as it was defined for equation (1). Consider now the
set of numbers x = w, where
wp = 1

ip = 1, • • • , r - 1),

Wp+i = a[Sp,p_r+i(w)

wr = c + 1,

+ Xr+iSp,p_r(w)

+ Xr+,2p,p_r_i(w)

+ XsSp,p_3+,(w)] + 1

+

• • ■

ip = r, ■■■ ,n-

2),

(¿o)

wn = a[2„_i,„_r(u/)

+ Xr+i2„_i,„_r_i(w)

+ Xr+22„_i,„_r_2(w)

+

• • •

+ X,2„_i,n_«(iy)].

To prove that w is a solution of (22), we replace x in (22) by w and observe

that
1

r2p,p_r+i(w)

+ Xr+i2p,p_r(w)

+ Xr+22p,p_r_i(w)

Wp+iL

+ • ■ • + X.2piP_,+i(w)"|

WiW2■■■wp

%i
=-=-ip

- 1

awiHis • • • %i

J

1

1

awiw, ■ ■ ■ wp

awxw2 ■ ■ ■ wp+x

.

= r, •••,»-

2),

while
1 r2n-i,„-r(w)+Xr+i2n_i,n_r_i(w)+Xr+22n-_i,„_r_2(w)+
WnL
'JnL

. . ■+ \tSn-X,n-,iw)l

WlW2 •■• ■ W„_l

1
awiw2 ■ ■ ■ w„-i

so that from (22) we obtain
!—+(—!-!-)
• • • wr

\awiw2

■ ■ ■ wr

+ (-!-!-)
\ awiw2 ■ ■ ■ wr+i

awiw2 • • • wr+i /

awiw2 ■ ■ ■ wr+2 /

+ ... + (-!-L_)
\ awiw2

■ ■ ■wn-2

1

1

Wiw2 ■ ■ ■ wT

awxw2 ■ ■ ■ w,

+
awiw2

awiw2 ■ ■ ■ w„_i

■ ■ ■wn-XI

a+1
awxw2 ■ ■ ■ wr

b
a
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the last two equalities following readily from (23) and the definition of a.
That solution w is the Kellogg solution of (21) can be seen from the following three statements: (i) in (23), W\, w2, • ■ • , wr-i are all equal to unity
so that each of these elements has as small a value as it could have in the
Kellogg solution of any equation of type (2); (ii) wT= (c+l) exceeds the
greatest integer in (a/b) by unity, and on account of (i) it is apparent that
wTis the rth Kellogg number for (21); (iii) since statements (i) and (ii) are
true, comparison of the expressions for wp+1 (p = r, ■ ■ • , n —2), and wn, in
(23), shows that wr+x, ■ ■ • , wn-x are the (r+l)st,
• • • , (m —l)st Kellogg
numbers, respectively, for (21).
Unfortunately our method of identifying maximum numbers does not
apply to the general equation (21). Our major purpose in the rest of this
paper is to prove the following theorems.
Theorem

2. The largest number that exists in any E-solution of the equation

(25)

2n,r(l/x)

= i/o,

a=[(c+l)b-l]

(an equivalent of equation (I)), in which every symbol that appears is as it was
defined for (21), is the wn of the following equations [cf. (23) ] :
wp = 1

(26)

Wp+x = d2PtP_r+x(w)

Furthermore,

+

1

(p = 1, • • • , r — 1),

wT = c + 1,

(p = r, •••,»

Wn = a2n_i,„_r(w).

— 2),

wn appears in but one E-solution of (25).*

Theorem 3. If x^w is any E-solution of (25), then P(x) <P(w), where
P(x) is as it was defined in §2, with the understanding that here the Q(l/x) of §2

is the left memberof (25).
* That (25) may have many E-solutions is shown by the following example. Suppose that n —5
and r=b=c=l
(so that a=l). Then (25) becomes

(A)

2M(1A) = 1,

whose Kellogg solution is (cf. (26)) a»i= 2, w¡= 3, i£»3
= 7, wi=43, iw6=1806. If we take *i = 2, a^=3,
xs=7, and x4= x¡ = x' in (A), we find that the resulting equation has the solution z' = 84=2(w4— 1).
Consequently (A) has the following (wt— 1) £-solutions in whichxp = wp (p=l,2, 3): [2, 3, 7, a, 42a/

(a-42)],a = 43,44, •■• ,84.
Similarly, by considering the equation S„,i(l/a:) = l and its Kellogg solution (cf. (26) with
r=a=c=\),
one can show that this equation has (wn-i —1) ¿-solutions in each of which xp=wp

ip=t,2,---,n-2).
Relative to the general equation (25) and its Kellogg solution w of (26), one can also obtain an
interesting result, as follows. If we take

(B)

xp=wP

(p=l,2,---,n-2)

and x„^i = Xn=x' in (25), the resulting equation in x' will have exactly one positive root, say x'=R,
where Wn-iúRÚWn. Let u stand for the greatest integer in if. Then it follows that (25) has exactly
as many E-solutions in which (B) holds as there are positive integers v such that w„_,áiiáw.
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In §22, we shall show why our method of attack does not suffice to obtain
for (21) results that are analogous to Theorem iii = 2, 3). In §23, we shall
state relative to certain cases of (21) in which the X's are not all equal to zero
further results (Theorem 4 and Theorem 5) that can be obtained by the method which we use in proving Theorem iii = 2,3); and we shall exhibit the Kellogg solution of, and state theorems which are analogous to Theorem iii = 4,
5) for, a rather general elementary symmetric equation that differs from (21).
13. Important inequalities. We first obtain a set of equalities which led us
to consider the inequalities in question. If k is a positive integer g (» —r), the
sum of the first 2k terms of (24) (in which two terms are counted for each
parenthesis) is a/a; and the sum of the first term and the first ip —r), r^p
:£(« —1), parentheses of (24) is ibwxw2 ■ • ■wp—l)iawxw2 ■ ■ ■wp)~l. Now
since (24) was obtained by setting x = w in (22), an equivalent of (21), it is

evident that
2p,r(l/w)

+ Xr+i2p,r+i(l/M;)

+ Xr+22p,r+2(l/w)

= (ôwiw2 • • • wp — l)/iawxw2

If X(= 0(/ = r+l,

■ ■ ■ wp)

+ ■ • ■ + X„2p,s(l/w)

ip = r, r + 1, • ■ • , n—

1).

■• • , s), it follows from (27) that the w of (26) satisfies the

following equations, which we set out to obtain :
(28)

2p,r(l/w)

= ibwxw2• ■■wp—l)/iawiw2 ■ ■ ■wp) (/> = r, r + 1, •••,»—

1).

In the sequel except where the contrary is stated w will stand for the solution

(26).
Equalities (28) lead one to inquire as to the validity of the following
statement, which we shall prove to be true: if for (25) X is any F-solution
9aw, then

2p,r(l/A') S ibXiXt ■■■Xp - l)/iaXiX2 ■■■Xv)

iP = r,r+
An equivalent

1, •••,»-

1).

of the equation that results when x of (25) is replaced by A'

is

(l/Xp+,)2p,r_i(l/X) + (l/A'p+^p+i^iil/A')
= [(b/a) - 2p,r(l/A)]
By hypothesis,
solution,

= [bXiXt

+ ■• ■+ (1/A'n)2n_i,r_i(l/A')

-Xp-

a2p,p_r(A)]/(aA1A, • • • Xp).

Xi, X2, • • • , Xp, the first p, r^p<n,

are positive

integers.

Therefore

numbers of an E-

both numerator

of the last fraction displayed are positive integers. Hence
[(b/a) - 2p,r(l/A)]

and (29) holds.

è iaXiXt ■■■Xp)~\

and denominator
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In the sequel except where the contrary is stated X will be understood to
be any E-solution of (25) except w.
The importance of the case p = (n— 1) of both (28) and (29) can be seen
from the following two facts : first, an equivalent of equation (25) is

2_i.,(l/*)

+ (l/*»)2»-i .r-i(l/*)

= b/a;

second, to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that
(30)

2„_lir(l/X)

Ú 2n_1,r(l/w)

for 1 g r < n;*

(31)

2„_,.r(l/X)

< 2„_i,r(l/w)

for r = 1;

(32)

2n_i.r_i(l/X)

< 2„_1,r_1(l/w)

Our major difficulty is in establishing

for 1 < r < n.

(30). After this is done by our

method, (31) and (32) will easily follow, as will also Theorem 3.
14. The nature of the induction for (30). Lemmas 4 and 5. From (28) and
(29) one sees that if (30) is not true then XiX2 • ■ • Xn-x>WiW2 • • • wn-x- In

the induction that we are to make in proving (30), we shall consider the
following more general fact: if for any one of the values of p in (29),

23,,r(l/X)>2p,(l/W),

then for this p
bXxX2 ■ ■ ■XP — 1

-

aXxX2 ■ ■ ■ XP

bwxw2 ■ ■ ■ w„ — 1

^ 2P,r(l/A0

> ——---,

awxw2 • • • wp

so that XxX2 ■ • • Xp>WxW2■ ■ ■ wp. Let Xi..., (to be read x 1 to p) stand
for Xx,x2, ■ • • ,xp in this order; the small letter x being used here because the
notation which we are defining is to apply (not only to X but also) to every
set of numbers that we consider. To prove (30), we shall proceed as follows.
We suppose that there exist one or more positive integers p iS (n —1) for which
Xx...P^

wi...p

and Hp,r(l/X)

>-Lp,r(l/w)

(so that XxX2 ■ ■ ■Xp>wxw2 ■ ■ ■wp); and let k be the smallest such integer
p. Then we shall reach a contradiction by showing that if the last two displayed statements hold when P = k, then Wxw2■ ■ ■Wk>XxX2 ■ ■ ■Xk (cf.

(51), §16).
The definition below enables one to describe the above induction briefly.
In this definition (and indeed throughout our discussion of maximum numbers) we suppose that x„ j= 1(p = 1, 2, • • • , n) in every set x that we consider.
Definition. Let X be a fixed positive integer such that r^X^ra, where r
* Were we to prove (31), (32) and the relation that is obtained from (30) by merely replacing
\¿r<n
by Kr<n,
Theorem 2 would follow. However, we find it convenient to prove (30) before
proving (31).
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and n are as they are defined for (25). We shall call xx.. .p a set a (relative to
the w of (26)) if, and only if, "Zp<r(\/x) g 2p,r(l/w) for every positive integer
p such that r-^p-¿\. We shall call Xi.. .(X+i)a set r if, and only if, X is a positive integer such that r ^ X g (« —2) and #1... (x+u is not, and xx.. .\ is, a set a.
Remark. The number of elements in a seta [t] is at least r [r+l] and
at most n [n —l].
It is evident now that to prove (30) it suffices to show that for (25) every
.E-solution ¿¿w is a set a (for which X = n).
In proving (30) we shall use certain terminology that we have not yet defined. However, before introducing that, we present here two lemmas which
one now logically desires. The first, Lemma 4, states that X\. : .r is a set a and
thus begins the induction for (30). The second, Lemma 5, has a significance
which may be described as follows. Since X is by its definition an E-solution
7^w,X contains two elements Xq¡ and Xiq (such that Xqi >wqt and XiQ<wiq).
Lemma 5 states that qx< xq. Then since X is an £-solution, Xqi ^ Xlt. Consequently (Lemma la) it is possible to apply to X át least one transformation of
the type (18) and obtain a new solution X' such that PiX) <PiX'); the

possibility of the equality of PiX) and PiX') being excluded by the fact that
Qil/x)i

= 3¡n.ril/X)

here, in which n>r)

is not a polynomial

in iXxX2 ■ ■ ■

Xn)-1.

Lemma 4. Xx..., is a set a.
By hypothesis, Xx...r consists of r(<«) positive integers Xi, X2, ■ • ■ ,
XT or one positive integer Xx when r = l, and iXxX2 ■ ■ ■A%)-1<o[(c+l)o

-l]-1
(cf. (25)). Therefore XXX2■ ■ ■ Xr^ic+l).
g 2r,r(l/w;) (cf. (26)), and X\..., is a set a.

Whence ST,r(l/X)

Thus when r = (« —1), every E-solution of (25) is a set a.
Lemma 5. // xx.. .k7éwx...k stands for (i) Xx...k ir¿k¿n),
(ii) a»y set
a,* or (iii) awy set t with at least one element larger than, and at least one element
less than, its correspondent] in wx.. .k; then the smallest integer t, l^l^k,
for

which Xt^Wt is such that xt>wt.
(i). By hypothesis

Xx.. .kr^wx.. .k and Xx...k

is the ordered

set Xx,

X2, ■ ■ ■, Xk of an E-solution of (25). Hence with hypothesis (i) holding, our
conclusion is a consequence of the fact that wx.. .k = (wx, w2, ■ ■ ■, wk) is a
part of the Kellogg solution of (25) (cf. second footnote on page 883 and §10).
(ii). Suppose that the smallest positive integer I for which xtr^wt is such
* The values which k can assume in (ii) and (iii) can be seen from the Definition of the present
section.
t If Xi and y¡ are elements of the sets *i...» and yi...¡t, respectively, Xi and y¡ will be called corresponding elements of these sets if, and only if, i=j.
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that xt<wt. Then xp=wp (p = l, 2, • • • , ¿—1) and xt<wt, where t^r (cf.
(26) and our assumption that every element which we consider ^1). Therefore 2(,r(l/a;)>2(ir(l/w),
which contradicts our hypothesis that Xx..-t is a
set <r.Hence xt>wt.
(iii). Since x\...% is a set r, *i...(t_« is a set a. By hypothesis x\...t
contains at least two elements that differ from their correspondents in wx■■•*.
Therefore Xi.. .^-d^Wx- . .(*-«. Hence our argument relative to hypothesis
(ii) can be applied to obtain the desired conclusion for the present case.
15. Classification and transformation
of elements. In this section we give
our classification and transformation of Xx ■■-, where v is an integer such that
r^vún
and X is of course the arbitrary E-solution ^w that we are considering.
Classification. If Xi..., 9¿v>i.. .„ there is at least one positive integer
p^v such that Xp¿¿wp. For all such integers p, we divide the numbers Xp
into two mutually exclusive classes A and B, which are as follows. Class
A [B] consists of all elements Xp of Xx..., for which Xp>wp [Xp<wp]. To
distinguish between the elements of class A and those of class B, we employ
the following subscript notation. The elements of class A [B] will be designated Xqv XQ2,Xq„ ■ ■ • , where qx<q2<q3< » • • [Xiq, X2t, Xtq, ■ ■ ■ , where
xq<2q<3q< • • • ]■If Xx- ■.,—v>i.. .„, we shall say that A and B are vacuous
classes (without an element). If Xi...,s^Wi...,,
it may be that either or
neither of the classes A, Bis vacuous.
Transformation.
Suppose Xx ■■-, contains at least one element of each of
the classes A and B. Then we define our* transformation of Xx ■■., into a new
set Xx' .... by t3 or t4 (cf. (15)),

(t3) X¿ = Xp(p * qi,xq,p = i»),AV = wq„ 2,,r(l/X') = S,,,(l/X);

(k)

" "

"

,AV = «■.„

"

"

according as t3 requires X[q to be no greater than wiq or greater than wiq,
respectively.
In case t3 defines X[q to be equal to w,q, t3 and t4 are the same transformation, and Xi ■.., contains exactly two more elements of the set wx■■-, than
does Xx..... Whether t3or t4 is used, X{. .., contains at least one more element
of Wx..., than does Xx ■■.,.
In the sequel a set Xx ■■., with at least one element of each of the classes

A, B will be called transformable (by (33)).
Remark. Since Xp^l (p = l,2, ■ ■ ■, n), it follows from (26) that iç = r.
Then since (33) decreasesXq, (increases Xiq) to a value ^wtl(^wiq), it follows that Xp' 2; 1, which accords with our previous agreement concerning the
magnitudes of elements xp that we consider (cf. the last paragraph before the

Definition in §14).
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described

for (30) in §14.*

We have proved that Xx.. .r is a set a(Lemma 4, §14), and thus established
(30) for the case r = (w —1). Suppose now that Xx...k is a set t, so that
ir+l)úk^in—
1). To the contradiction of this assumption we shall devote
a large part of the sequel. In making the first step of the argument in question,
we shall employ Lemma 6 below, which includes information that will be of
interest after it is shown that Xi.. .r(r <k ^ w) is a set a.
Lemma 6. (i) If Xx...k is a set t], Xx...k is transformable, (ii) If Xx...k
is a set t, or a transformable set a for which r<k^n,
and if t is a positive integer,

application of (33) with v = ktoXx...k yields a set X{ ...k such that
(34)
(35)

X9lX,q < Xq[Xiq', [Xti> + Xiq>) < [(A,/)'
2p,r(l/A') è 2p,r(l/w) forp = r,--- ,xq-l;

+ iXiq')'];

(36)

"

= 2p,r(l/A)

for r = I and p = xq, ■■■, k - t;

(37)

"

< 2p,r(l/A) for r > I and p = iq, ■■, k - I;

(38)

"

=2p.r(l/A)

for p = k.

Remark. If we prove part (i) of Lemma 6, it will then be evident from the
hypothesis of part (ii) that Xi...t is surely transformable. Then if we establish relations (35) to (38) inclusive, it will follow from the Definition of §14
that if Xx... k is a set t or a transformable set a, then XI... k is a set r or a set
a, respectively.
Proof of (i). By hypothesis, X is an E-solutiont^w and so the smallest
integer i for which X^Wi is qx (cf. Lemma 5, §14). Hence A"i...* contains
Xqi if it contains A"1?.Being a set t, A"i.. .k contains X,q. Therefore Xi...j,is
transformable.
Proof of (ii). Equation (38) is true because it is identical with the case
v = koi the last equation of both t3 and t4 in Í33). Hence we only need to prove
relations (34) to (37) inclusive. We begin this task presently.
Proof of (34). From (i) and our hypothesis, Xx...h is transformable, so
that Xx...k contains Xq¡ and Xiq; and, by Lemma 5, qx<iq. Now since the
elements of an E-solution are arranged in increasing order (when they are
written in the order of increasing subscripts), Xq,^X,q. Hence relations (34)
follow from Lemma la, in which we are taking Qil/x) to be ~Zk,ril/X), with
r<k (cf. footnote (20)), so that ~Zk,,il/X) is not a polynomial in
iXxX2 • • -Xic)* .
* We regard Lemma 4 as the first step of this induction.
t The hypotheses of (i) and (ii) in Lemma 6 insure that r<k

(cf. the Remark just after the

Definition in §14) so that Zk,r(i/X) is not a polynomial in (X¡Xz ■ ■ ■Xr)-1. It is this fact that enables us to prove (34i) rather than the weaker relation X5lX1, = X,1X1„ which, if it held, would pre-

vent our concluding that P(X)<P(X').
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Proof of (35). From the Remark in the last paragraph of §15, we know
that xq^r. If xq= r, we shall say that (35) is vacuously true. If xq>r, Xp^wp
(p = l, ■ • ■ , xq—1), by the definition of xq (as the smallest subscript of any

element of class B in X); then from the nature of (33) and the fact that
qx<xq, Xp ¡zwp. Hence (35) holds.
Proof of (36). Since qx<xq^(k —1), if k <3 the values of p in (36) form
a vacuous set. Suppose 3 ^ k (un). Whether t3 or t4 of (33), with ¡>= k,is used,
Xi

=XP

(p*

qi, xq,

p a *),

2*,i(l/X')

= 2*,1(1/X).

Consequently [(X'q,)-1+ (Xl'q)-1] = (X~l+X~i).
Since qx<xq, it follows from
this equation and the equations last displayed that (36) is true.
For (37) our proof is rather lengthy and is composed of different parts. For
convenience we shall present it under the following headings: a first approach
to the proof of (37); inequalities between products of elementary symmetric
functions; proof of inequalities (46).
A first approach to the proof of (37). We treat the case i^ = r separately
for a reason that is explained in the first footnote on page 895. When (33), with
v = k(>r), is applied to the set Xx...k under consideration, XqiXiq<Xq,X'iq

by (34). Therefore, with ^i<xq = r, it follows from (33) that

(39)

il/iXiXi

■■■XnX (1/iXrXt ■■■Xr)),

so that (37) holds for p = iq=r. If k = (r+l),
If k > (r+1), we still need to prove that
(40)2P,r(l/À")<2p,r(l/À^

our proof of (37) is complete.

(for p = i<7,• ■ • , k — 1 when xQ> r > 1;
'
L « v

Ifor p = r + 1, • • ■, k — 1 when iq = r > 1.

Since qx<xqúp, every set Xi...p under consideration is transformable. We
shall prove (40) by establishing a set of inequalities that is formally different from, but equivalent to, (40). To obtain the set in question, namely (46)
below, we first express 2p,r(l/a), a = X, X', in (40) as a polynomial in I/o;,,,
l/a,q, and l/(a5lalS), where by our hypotheses each of qu xq is a positive in-

teger ^ p. Let
(\ = k - 2 ox p - 2,
\p = r,r — 1, or r — 2,

stand for the /ith elementary symmetric function of all of the reciprocals
I/ai, l/«2, • • • , l/ax+2, except l/aQl and l/a,„; with the understanding
that
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0 when X < p and also when p < 0;
Sx',,(l/«) = | 1
when p = 0.

Then
2p,,.(l/a)

=2p'_,,r(l/a)

+

1

1

a,,

a,,J

2 p'_2,,._!(1/a)

(41)
+-2p'_2.r_2(l/a).

Further since Í33) alters the values of only Xq, and X,q, the following equalities are identities :
(42)

2x'l(,(l/A") =2x'„(l/A).

By using (41) in (40) and then applying (42) in the resulting equation we now

find that (40) is equivalent to
(—;+—-^¿-t.r-iil/X)
\A

«j,

Al5

+-—-2/_2,r_2(l/A)

/

A ?1Al3

(43)
< (^-

+ —)sj,'-2.r-i(l/X)

\A 9l

+ —^—2p'_2,r_2(l/A).

A,g/

Ag^jj

A further inequality, equivalent to (43), will presently be obtained. Replacing
both the left and right members of (38), a part of our present transformation
(33), by their equivalents of the form (41) and using (42) in the resulting
equation, we obtain an equation £ that differs from (43) merely by having =
and k in the place of < and p, respectively, in (43). From (34) and £ it

follows that
(44)

1
1
-;-,
=-6,
X q^X,q Xq,X,q

1111
—- H-;
=-1-h
X „, X ,q X q,

x,g

A,

where e and A are positive numbers. If we substitute in £ for iXqiXiq)~l and
[(A'41)~1+(XlÇ)-1] their values of (44), simplify the resulting equation, and
solve it for A, we obtain

(45)

A =-)

2¿_2.r-l(l/X)

where 2jb'_2,r_i(l/A") >0 since by hypothesis k>r>l

Xi^l)

and X<>0 (indeed

for ¿ = 1, ■•-,».

From (44) and (45) it now follows that (43), and therefore (40), is equivalent to
(46) 2¿_2,,._i(l/A)2p'_2,r_2(l/X)

> 2¿_2,r_2(l/A)2p'_,,r_i(l/A)

(p as in (40)).
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If we can establish (46), it will follow from (46) and (39)* that (37) is
true, and, since (38) was proved above, that Lemma 6 holds. We shall prove
(46) immediately after we establish Lemma 8 below.
Inequalities

between products

of elementary

symmetric

functions.

We use

here a formula of Dresden for the product of two elementary symmetric
functions, and for brevity in expressing symmetric functions we employ with
Dresden the symbolic notation of partition theory. Thus the functions of n
variables Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ ,xn that are commonly denoted by 1,(1/(xix2 ■ ■ ■x/))
and ~L(l/(x2x22 ■ • ■xi)) axe here represented by (Is) and (2s), respectively.
In this notation Dresden's formula isf

(47)

A Ai - s2 + 2j\

(1*0(1-)= Z (
i-o \

j

J (2*'-''l*--*-+20;
« à ii à s*è O.J

/

Remark. For future reference, it is to be noted here that with x¿ ^ 1, if
j = 1, or 2, and if 5 is an integer ^ 0, then (j') > 0 (cf. last footnote on this page)

for the case s = 0).
Lemma 7. If Sxand s2 are integers such that Sx= s2 ^0, then
(is0(is0

From our definitions

(Io) = 1 and (1_1)=0.

of 2¡,,(#),

> (i-+1)(i--1).

§12, and (Is) -=2B,s(l/:r),

it follows that

Hence Lemma 7 is true when s2 = 0. Suppose that

s2^l. The product (1*0 (1*0 is given by (47), from which it follows that
(48)

(l'l+'Xl*"-1)

=

l^1 /si-

Z(

i=o \

st + 2 + 2j\

-M(2s»-wisr-srm-2/).

j

/

The exact numbers of terms that appear in the expansions of the right members of (47) and (48) are (i2+l) and s2, respectively, and the type of term

that is obtained by taking j=X, where 0^X^(s2 —1), in (48) is gotten by
setting j = (X+1) in (47). From the Remark just before Lemma 7 and the
nature of the coefficients in the right members of (47) and (48), it is evident
that no one of the (2s2+l) terms just mentioned has a negative value. Now
with Si^s2^l
(which we are assuming), at least one term in the right
* We could have regarded the inequality in (46) as valid for the case p=,q=r

(and thus included

(39) in (46)); for with k>r it follows from our definition of Z\i/i(l/.X'), just before (41), that if p = r
in (46) the resulting inequality is true. However, it seems desirable to have the proof above of (39)
rather than allow this inequality to rest on our definition of 2\ljU(l/X).
f Cf. Arnold Dresden, On symmetric forms in n variables, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 24 (1923),

p. 227.
Î Since n>r= 1 in this paper, we have no need for (47) in the following cases: (i) n = si = S2=0;
(ii) «äii èl and 52= 0. However, by defining (S)= l when / is a non-negative integer, and using
(/°) = l,y=l,
2, we find that in case (i), (47) reduces to 1 = 1; and in case (ii) to (l*i) = (l*i).
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member of (48) is positive. Consequently,
ity
/ii - s2 + 2X + 2\

(

X+>

[October

Lemma 7 follows from the inequal/ii - s, + 2X + 2\

)>(

X

)'

whose validity is obvious from present hypotheses and known facts about the
magnitudes of binomial coefficients.
Lemma $.Ifu,v,y

are integers such that u > v è y è 1, then

S«.T(l/x)S,.,_i(l/*)

> 2.ir-i(l/s)2..T(l/s).

When 7 = 1, %t.y-iO-/x) = 1 for t = u or v; therefore the inequality to be
proved is S„,i(l/a;) >2t,,i(l/a:).
Since u exceeds v (and a;,el>0),
this relation is true. Now suppose 7^2. In the rest of this proof (1Î) stands for the
sth elementary symmetric function of the v variables l/a:i(¿ = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , v),

and Et stands for the tth such function of the (u—v) variables l/xj(j = v+l,
D+2, • • • , «). With this notation, we have the identities
ZUl7(l/*) =" (li) + Eiiir1)

+ E*0?*)

+ ■■■ + Fy(ty>

z..,_i(i/*) - (ir1) + Fi(ir2) + £2(ir3) + • • • + ^-1(0.
where £¿ = 0 when i > (« —v). Consequently

[(1J-)+ Eiilf1)

(49)

we only need to show that

+ E2iV-2) + ■■■+ F7(0](irX)

> [or1) + -Ei(ir2)+ £*(ir3)+ • • • + ^iomup.

After subtracting (1T) (17_1) from both members of (49), we obtain the desired result by observing the following two facts: first, £T(1?) (11~1) =

£ (II-1) èO; second, the coefficient of £j(/ = l, 2, • • • , 7 —1) in the left
member of (49) exceeds, as we shall presently prove, the coefficient of E,
in the right member. The second statement follows from the fact that when

7^2 and láíáfr-l),

(lí^XirO>(iDCir1"1)

(cf. Lemma 7, with

Si = (y-D,s2 = (y-t)).
Proof of (46). Here by hypothesis ?i<ia and r>l. Hence inspection of
the values which P assumes in (46) shows that in these relations
ik _ 2) > ip —2) è (r —1) = 1• Consequently, to prove that (46) is a special case
of Lemma 8, it suffices to define in Lemma 8 the u, v, y to be (£-2), (/>-2),
ir —l), respectively, and every »¿(»= 1, ••■,«)
to be equal to a different
X of (46), which contains exactly (£ —2) of the numbers

(cf. the definition of 2ÍM/X)

Xx, X2, ■ ■ - , Xk

between (40) and (41)).

A second step of the induction for (30) (or proof that Xx...k, r<k^in-l),
is not a set r). Suppose the elements of Xx ...„(=XI...
k here) are classified
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by writing X', q', A ', B' in the place of X, q, A, B, respectively, in the classification of §15, and that our transformation from the set X{ ...* to a set

XV... k is obtained by writing X', X", q',A', B' in the place of X, X', q,A,B,
respectively, in the definition of our transformation in §15. Then XI... t is of
course transformable if, and only if, it contains at least one element of each
of the classes A ', B'. We shall presently show (the proof beginning, in the
next paragraph) that in the case where X{...» is not transformable, XI...%
is not a set t, so that Xx.. ■k is not a set r (cf. the Remark just after Lemma
6). In §18 we shall prove that even if X{.. .* is transformable, X{.. .*, and
therefore Xx ■■.*, is not a set r.
By hypothesis XI ■■■* is a non-transformable set r ; therefore it contains
one or more elements of class B' and no element of class A' :

(50)

Xi = Wi

(i - 1, • . • , k),

the sign < holding here for at least one of the specified values of i. From
these facts and the Definition of §14, it follows that XI. ■■(*-« is a set a
that does not contain an element ofclassa', so that Xi =Wi(i = l, • ■■,k —1).
These equalities together with (50) give
Xi = Wi (i = 1, • • •, k - 1),

Consequently

XiX2

Xi < wk.

■ ■■X¿ <WxW2■• ■ wk. This inequality and relations

(33), (34) give
(51)

XiXi ■■■Xk< XI Xi ■- Xi < wiwt ■■■wk.

However, on the assumption

that AY... k, with r<k^(n—

1), isVset

r, it

follows from (28) and (29) that
bXiX2 • • • Xi, — 1
aXiX2

■ ■ • Xk

/ , s
, . ,
bwiWi ■• ■ wk — 1
^ 2,,r(l/X)
> 24f,(l/«0 =
awiW2 • • ■ wk

so that XiX2 • ■■Xk>wiw% ■■■wk) which contradicts (51). Hence Xi... k
is not a set t.
17. Further definitions and notation. In order to continue the induction
of §16, we extend our classification and transformation of elements and introduce further terminology.
Notation for successive sets of elements. Whatever be our transformation, if we apply it exactly once to a set X^f... „ which we take to mean
Xi...„ Xi...„
Xi'...„
■ ■• when a = 0, 1, 2, • • • , respectively, the new
set obtained will be called X\"V..,.
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General classification

classification
Xla\

of elements.

of its elements

[October

If a set X"...,

(with

our subscript

is given, we obtain

notation)

çCa), AM, P(a) in the place of X, q, A, B, respectively,

our

by writing

in the classifica-

tion of §15 ; where of course A<°>,g(0>,A^°\ P'0) stand for X,q,A,B,

respect-

ively.
General transformation.
If X°..p contains at least one element of each
of the classes A{a), BM, we define our transformation
from X("],„ to A{"t,°

by merely writing X<a>,X<-a+1\q<-"\A<-°\ P<<*>
in the place of X, X', q, A, B,
respectively, throughout the definition in §15 of our transformation
from
Xi.. .„ to Xi... „. For convenience in writing this general transformation, let
/,/',

0 stand for XM, X(a+1), q{a), respectively.

fi...,tofl..

Then our transformation

from

.„is ¿5or r6:

(52) ('5) il = fv(P * 9h l9' P - V)'fe' = **' ' S''r(1///) = Ü-'Wft
(h)
"
"
, f[e = »,.,
according as tb defines f[e to be not greater
respectively.

than w,e ox greater

than

w,t,

Remark. When (52) is applied the following relations hold :

we,Ú ft[ < f»„ /,( < fj § w,e.
In words, one, and only one, element of class ^4(a)[P(a)], namely

the one

with the smallest subscript, is always decreased [increased] by (52), and to
a value not less [greater] than that of its corresponding element in the set
Wi...p.

Intermediate
and final sets of elements. Since f{... „ contains at least one
more element of the set Wi..., than does/i...„
it follows that for any given
set Xi..., there exists a smallest integer X = 0 such that X^.„ does not
contain an element of each of the classes Aw, Bm and is not transformable

by (52). A set X^"/.u, a = l, 2, ■■■, X—1, that is transformable will be
called an intermediate set for Xi...v, and Xf!..„ will be referred to as the
final setiox Xi...,.
Exhaustive set of transformations.
carries Xi...r into Xf\ ., will be called
Remark. Since Xp =il, p = l, ■ • • ,
last Remark above that Xp(a)^l for

The set of X transformations
which
the exhaustive set for Xi...,.
n, and wP = L it is evident from the
a = 0, 1, • • • , X. Thus it is true, as

heretofore stated, that every element which we consider in our discussion of
maximum numbers is at least as great as unity (cf. the last sentence before

the Definition in §14).
18. Continuation
is not transformable

of the induction begun in §16. In the case where Xi ...k
we have shown in §16 that Xi...¡¡ is not a set r, and
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thus reached a contradiction. In making the demonstration of this section, we
shall use a generalization of Lemma 6, namely Lemma 9 below, the proof of
which we obtain by reasoning of the type that was used in establishing
Lemma 6.
Lemma 9. If Xx...k is a set r or a transformable set a for which r<k^n;
if fi-.-k stands either for Xx...kor for any one of its intermediate sets* ; and if
8i, ft are related to fx...k as a¿, ,a, respectively, are to Xx...kf (c/. the classification of §15), and if t is a positive integer, application of (52) with v = k to

/i • ■•k yields a setf{...

(53)
(54)

k such that

/,,/,, < /,,'/,,', /,,' + /,,' < if,',Y + (//)<;
2p,r(l//')

¿ 2p,r(l/w)

when p = r, ■ ■ ■ , xd -

I;

(55)

"

= 2p,r(l//)

when r = 1 and p = xd, ■■ ■, k — 1;

(56)

"

< 2p,r(l//)

when r > 1 and p = XB,• • •, k - 1;

(57)

"

= 2p,r(l//)

when p = k.

Remark.
Equality (57) holds because it is identical with the case v = k
of the last equation of both te and te in (52). If we establish relations (53)
to (56) inclusive, it will be evident from them and the Definition of §14 that
if /i... k is a set t or a (transformable) set a, then //... * is a set r or a set a,
respectively.

Proof.

The case f=X,f'=X',

8 = q of Lemma 9 has been established

(in Lemma 6). Further if X{... a is not transformable, it is the final set for
Xx...k, and Lemma 9 has exactly the content of Lemma 6. Hence the only
case that we need to consider is where X{.. .k is transformable. Suppose it is.

If we can show (i) that q{ <xq', the case f = X', f' = X", 8 = q' of (54) will
obviously hold ; if we can prove (ii) that

(58)

AV, é X'iq,,

the same case of relations (53) will follow from Lemma la; and then (55), (56)
can be established by the method that was used in proving (36), (37), respec-

tively. We prove (i) and (ii) presently.
(i). Since Xx... k is transformable and is either a set a or a set r it follows
from Lemma 5 that qx < iq'.
* If/i... t stands for Xi... »,/i... k is transformable (cf. Lemma 6). If/i... k stands for any intermediate set for Xi... *, it follows from the definition of intermediate set that/i... k is transformable.
Thus our hypothesis implies that/i... k is transformable.

f If/=XW, then 0 = ?H Thusif/i...t=ZI(ai.i,
where iö = ¡q^K

thenfe=XSlw

where 6i= ?,(a) andfe=X^a)
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(ii). To prove(58)

it suffices to observe

[October

that,

with ql<xq',

Xq\^Xiq-

(the elements of X being arranged in increasing order) and that

X'q\ g Xq\, X,q< g X[q. (cf. the Remark just below (52)).
Thus we find that the case f=X',f'
= X", 6 = q' of Lemma 9 is true.
If X{' ...i is transformable, the method employed in the proof just com-

pleted can obviously be applied to show that the ca.sef=X", f = X'", 8 = q"
of Lemma 9 is true; etc., until the final set XiX\.k is obtained.
Completion of the proof that Xi... * is not a set t. If Xi... * is a set r, so
is the final set Xf]. .k that we arrived at above (cf. the Remark just after
Lemma 9). However, by argument of the type that was used in the last paragraph of §16 one can show that X\xl. .* is not a set t.
Completion of the proof that (30) holds and that A is a set a. Recalling
now that Xx.. .r is a set a (cf. Lemma 4), we observe that since Xx...(r+D is
not a set t, Xi...(r+D is a set a; then, reasoning similarly, we find the sets

Xi...(r+2), • • • , A"i...(„_u in this order (each set in its turn) to be sets a.
Hence (30) holds. Further, since X = XX...„ is an E-solution, and Xi...(n-D
is a set a, Xx.. .„ is also a set a, a fact which will be used in the proof of (32).
19. Proof of (31). What we wish to prove is that if r = 1, then ~Zn.x,xil/X)
<2„_i,i(l/w>).* We make the desired proof by treating the following two
cases: (i) when Xx...(n-X) is not transformable; (ii) when Xi...(b_d is trans-

formable.
(i). Since X and w both satisfy
Xi...(n-X)Jiwx...(n-\,.

(25), Xj¿w

Now since Xi = Xx...„)

obviously

implies that

is an E-solution

in which

Xi...(„_i) is not transformable and =twx...ln-Xh it follows from (30) that
A"i...(„_i) contains one or more elements of class A and no element of class

B. Hence Sn^iil/X)

<2„_i,i(L».

(ii). Since Xx...(„-X) is transformable, «^3. From the hypotheses that
X is an E-solution and that w is the Kellogg solution of the case r = i of

(25), it follows that if Xx^wx, then Xx>wx, so that Si,i(l/X) <Si>1(l/w).
With m equal to a positive integer g (« —2), suppose that for every positive
integral value of p, l£p^m,íorwhichXx...p¿¿wx...p,2P,xil/X)<'2P,xil/w),
and that Xi.-.m^wi.-.m, so that

(59)

2m,i(l/A)<

bwxw2■ • -wm—l

2m,i(l/w) =--(cf.

awxw2 ■ ■ • wm

(28)),

* One might think that if r> 1 and if X is an ¿-solution ?¿w of (25) then 2„_i,r(l/X) < 2„_i,r(l/ii»).
That this is not always the case is shown in the following example.
Example. If «=3, r=2, 6 = 1, and c=9, equation (25) becomes

and w-(l,

1

1/1

1\

1

-+
XXZ2

-(- \*1
*I

+ -)=-o-'
Xt/

9

10, 99). An .E-solution *w is X=(2, 5, 63). Here 22,2(l/X) = Z2,2(l/a>).
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and suppose that
(60)

2m+i,i(l/X)

^ 2m+i,i(l/w)

bWlW2 ■ • ■ Wm+l — 1

m --

awiw2 ■ ■ ■ wm+i

Then (59) and (60) imply that A"i...(m+Dis transformable. By (30) the sign
> does not hold in (60). Suppose = holds there. Then Xi.. .tm+x)is a set a and
when exhaustive applications of transformation (52) for X%.. (m+i)are made,

the following relations hold (cf. (53)) :
XiXt • • • Xm+i < XiX2 ■■ • Xm+i Ú Xi X2

■■ ■Xm+i = WiW%
■ ■ ■Wm+i,

where X is the number of transformations in the exhaustive set for Xi.. (m+i),
and the equality sign holds between the last two products because of our hy-

pothesis that the sign = holds in (60). Thus
(61)

XiX2 ■ ■ ■ Xm+l < WiW2 ■ ■ ■ Wn+i.

One can now contradict (61) by observing that with (28), (29), and the case
of equality in (60) holding, the following relations are true :
bXiX2 ■■■AVh - 1

-—-è
aXiX2 ■ ■ ■ Xm+i

2m+i,i(l/X)

bwiWi ■■■Wn+i — 1

= ——-,
awiWi ■ ■ ■ Vt

so that XiX2 ■ ■ ■Xm+x'èWxWi ■ ■ ■wm+x(contradiction).

Hence (31) is true.

20. Proof of (32). Since X is an E-solution ^w, of (25), X contains at
least one element of each of the classes A, B. Consequently there exists at
least one positive integer p<n for which Xpt¿wp. We shall complete the
proof by considering the cases (i) and (ii) of §19. The argument that was
given under case (i) in the proof of (31) suffices in that case here. We treat
case (ii) presently.
(ii). Here Xi...(„-u is transformable and it has been shown to be a set a
(cf. (30)). Hence X[=Xx...n]
is a transformable set <r, and (56) holds with
k = n. Now let g stand for X itself or any one of its intermediate sets Xla)
for which Xn(a) =Xn except the last such set, and let it be denoted by h. Then

it followsfrom the case p = (k —1), = (»—1) here, of (56), that
2n_lir(l/Ä)

<2„_i,r(l/g)

for every g, so that, in particular,
2_i,r(l/A)

<2n_i,r(l/Z).

Now since X is a set a, the following relations hold :

(62)

2B_i,r(l/A) < 2n_i,r(l/X)

g 2_lir(l/w).
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By hypothesis,

2„_i,,(lA)

[October

Xn = hn, while both X and h satisfy

+ (l/z,,)2B_,,r_i(l/*)

the equation

= b[(c + \)b - l]'1 (cf. (25)).

From this equation and (62), then, 2n_i,r_i(l/A)
>2„_i,r_i(l/X).
Consequently to conclude that (32) holds we only need to prove that ~ï,n~x,r-x(l/w)

2:2„_!,r_i(l/Á).

We shall establish the more descriptive relation

(63)

2„_1,r_1(l/w) >2„_i,^i(l/Ä).

From Lemma 9 and the definition of h one observes that A is a set a in which
Ai...(»_i) is not transformable. Consequently, hi^Wi(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n —1), and
by (62) the sign > holds in this relation for at least one of the specified values
of i. Therefore (63) is true.
21. Summary

of results obtained

in Part 3.

Since

(30),

(31),

and

(32)

hold, Theorem 2, §12, is true (cf. the first of two facts that are stated just
before (30)). From Lemma 9 and the fact that every E-solution of (25) is a
set a (cf. the last paragraph of §18) it is evident that Lemma 3, §11, holds
with u and (2) standing for w and (25), respectively. Hence Theorem 3, §12,
is true.

Part 4. Further

possibilities

of the procedure

of Part 3

22. Why the procedure of Part 3 does not apply to equation
will be shown by considering the following special case of (21) :

(64)

23 ,(1/*) + 23 3(1/*) = —

7L

=-for

(c + l)b - 1

(21).

This

b = 2 and c = 3 \.

J

The Kelloggsolution of (64) is w = (4,29,819)(cf. (23)).
Using notation that has been employed above, we observe that the present analog of transformation (33) is h or ts :
(h) Xi

(65)

= Xp(p 9¿ qi, xq, p =" v), Xq[ = wq„

2,.i(l/X')

+ 2,,3(1/X') = 2,.i(l/r)

(t») Xi = Xp (p ^ qu iq, p ^ v), X,i

+ 2,.3(1/A);

= w,q,

2,,i(l/A7) +2,,8(1/A0

= 2,,i(l/X)

+2,,3(1/X),

according as U defines Xiq to be not greater than w,q or greater than w,q,
respectively.
Since (64) is equivalent to

1 / +-) 1
-1 + -1 + -Í1
xx

x2

x3\

the analogs here of (30) and (32) are

xix2;

\

= -.2
7
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(66)

903

AY1 + A,"1 è wr1 + w2\

(67)

iXxX2y

< iwiw2)~\*

respectively. By our theory for the case r = l in Part 3, one can establish
(66). The procedure of Part 3 does not enable one to prove (67), as we presently show.
Suppose that for equation (64) X^w is an E-solution in which qx= 1 and

ia = 2 (such as X = (5,12,427)). If we apply (65) to Xx...3, the product A~iX2
will be increased (cf. Lemma la, §6), so that (A"i'X2')_1<(A'iX2)-1, whereas
the procedure of Part 3 would be to prove that a transformation
on Xx...,
or Xx...3 increases the coefficient of AV1 in the equation that results when
x in (64) is replaced by X. Thus the procedure of Part 3 would be to prove

here that [l + iXlX{)~1]>

[l+^iX,)-1],

which would contradict the in-

equality just obtained by use of Lemma la.
For the theory of Part 3 we have found no modification that will yield for
(21) results analogous to those which we have established for (25). Nevertheless, we have not exhibited an example in which we are able to prove that
such results do not hold. In the next section we state the additional information that we have about (21) and the theorems which our procedure yields
relative to another equation very much like (21).
23. Statement

(without proof) of further results obtainable

We include in our statements

by our method.

here the results that are expressed in Theorem

¿(¿ = 2,3).
Theorem 4. If in (21) either \p = lip = r+l, • ■ • , s), or \r+x is an integer
^0 and Xp = 0 ip = r+2, ■ • • , s), the largest number that exists in any E-solution of the resulting equation (21) is the wn of the corresponding solution w defined in (23). Furthermore, in each of these cases wn appears in but one E-solution
of the equation (21) in question.
Theorem 5. In each of the two cases of Theorem 4, if X is an E-solution of
equation (21) and is different from the w of that equation, then P(X)<P(w)
(c/. the definition of P(x) in the third paragraph of §2).

Remark. When r = l, s = n, and Xp= l ip = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n) equation
equivalent to

(21) is

n

(68)

11(1 + 1/xt) = 1 + b/a, a = [(c + l)b - l];

* If in (64) x is replaced by X, the coefficient of X¡1 is [l-f-(XiXä) ' ]. Thus it is apparent that
(67) is a simplified form of the inequality
1 + (XXü)"1 < 1 + (líiií*)-».
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and if we employ the notation iri(a)=¡(l+ax)
(23) assumes the elegant form

[October

(l+<*2) • • • (l+«¿),

solution

wx = (c + 1), Wi+i = awi(w) + 1 (i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n — 2), Wn = awn-x(w).

Ii further b = c = 1, solution w is given by
Wi = 22*'"1 (* =1,

•••, » -

1), w„ = 22""1 -

1.

Thus Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 give interesting results about equation (68).
Results relative to another elementary symmetric equation much like
(21). Consider the equation
(69)

Xr2„,r(l/z)

+ Xr+i2„.r+1(l/*)

+ • • • + Xs2n,s(l/x)

= 1,

in which r, s, n, and XPare positive integers with r<s^n,
and \p(p = r+l,
■ ■ ■, s) is an integer ^0. That neither of equations (69) and (21) includes
the other is made clear by the following two statements, each of which is obviously true: first, (69) and not (21) contains the equation 323,3(l/a;) +
523,2(l/a;) = l; second, (21) and not (69) contains the equation 23,3(l/z) +

52^(1/*) = 2/5.
For equation (69) it turns out that the Kellogg solution is one in positive integers, namely x = w, where
Wp = 1

(p = 1, • • • , r -

Wp+x = Xr2p,p_r+i(w)

1),

wr = \r+

+ Xr+i2PiP_r(w)

+

1,

• • • + Xs2„_i,n_s+1(w)

(70)

+

(j,
(p = r, •••,»ID, = \rXn-l,n-r(w)

+

\r+x2n-l.n-r+l(w)

+

• ■■+

X,2„_i

,n-,(w)

1

*
2),

.

By the methods of Part 3, we have proved that if in Theorem i(i = 4, 5),
(21) and (23) are replaced by (69) and (70), respectively, the resulting statements are true.

Part

5. Applications

24. On the convergence of a type of series. From the fact that every Esolution X of (25) is a set a (cf. (30)), it follows that among all infinite series
with pth term equal to (l/a;r+p_i)2r+p_2,r_i(l/a;),
where the z's are positive
integers such that

2u.,(l/*)<

(b/a),

a m [ic + l)b - 1],

u = r, r + 1, . • • ,

b and c being any positive integers, there is no series which converges to
(b/a) more rapidly than does the one that is obtained by letting n increase
indefinitely* in (25) and then taking xP equal to wp(p = l, ■ ■ ■, n—l) of
* Kellogg has mentioned applications of Kellogg solutions (not so named by him) to series and
to mapping (loc. cit. in third footnote on p. 876).
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(26). When r = l the series thus obtained converges to (ô/a) more rapidly
(cf. (31)) than does any other series of the specified type.
25. An answer to a question of Curtiss concerning a maximum number.
A corollary of Theorem 3 defines unique maximum values for the coefficients

d of rational, integral, algebraic equations of the »th degree, of the form
xn -

cxxn~l

+

c2xn~2 -

+

•••

+

(-

l)ncn

= 0,

whose n roots constitute an E-solution of (25). This answers a question
which was raised by Curtiss* ; in fact, it does more since his inquiry was about
positive integral solutions rather than E-solutions.
26. Maximum numbers and minimum numbers associated with a problem
in physics. Our results contain a considerable amount of information about
the following problem in physics. If the resistance in the ¿th wire of a set of n
wires which are connected in parallel in an electric circuit is Xi, the total
resistance x in the circuit is, as is well known,f given by the equation x~1=
2„,i(l/:r). For a given positive integral value of x, Theorem 2, §12, gives the
maximum value that any one of the Xi can assume in any E-solution of this
equation ; Theorem 3, §12, the maximum value of 2n,r(a;) in any E-solution;
Theorem 1, §2, the least value that S„,r ix) can have in any positive solution.
In any E-solution of the given equation the minimum value of any x{ when
«> 1 is obviously ix+l) and the smallest value of the largest Xi is nx.
27. An upper bound

for a perfect

number

with exactly

n divisors

less

than itself. It has been pointed outt that a perfect number with exactly n
divisors less than itself, unity included, can not exceed the value which
wn assumes in (26) in the case r = a = b = 1. Suppose that a„ is a perfect number
which has n numbers 1, ax, en, ■ ■ ■ , an-X as divisors, and no other divisor
except an itself. Then from the definition of perfect number it follows that
ttn= [l + 2n,i(a) ]/2. Since 2»,i(w) is an upper bound for S„,i(a) (cf. Theorem
3), we conclude that a perfect number with exactly n divisors less than itself
can not exceed J5= [l + 2„,i(w) ]/2. If we can show that B <wn for all positive integral values of n>2, we shall have in B a better upper bound than
wn. This we prove presently.
In our special case (r = a = 6 = l) of (26), wn = wxw2 ■ ■ ■ wn_x, which

equals w„-i(w„_i —1), as follows from (26). We desire to establish the inequality w„>B or its equivalent wH~xiwn-X—l)>iwx+w2+
■ ■ • +w„_i+l).
This relation is obviously true if wn-Xiwn-X—1) > [(«- l)w„_i+l ] ; or, indeed,
* Cf. D. R. Curtiss, p. 864 of the paper cited in first footnote on p. 883.
t Cf., for example, Arthur L. KimbalFs A CollegeText in Physics, p. 428 (2d edition revised,

1917).
%Cf. the article of Curtiss referred to in third footnote on p. 876.
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if wn-i>n.

[October

Now from the case r = a = b = l of (26),
m>„_i = (wxWi ■ ■ • w„_2 + 1) ^ (2"~~2 + 1);

and one can easily prove that (2n_2+l) >n if n>3. In the case n = 3, w3 =
2~1(wx+W2+w3+l)
=6. Hence wn>B when, and only when, w>3 (no value
less than 3 being admitted for n).
We shall now give a descriptive comparison of the upper bounds B and
wn. For n = 5, P„ = (P/w„)<0.52.
We prove below that P„ decreases as
n(>2) increases through positive integral values, and that the limit of P„
as n increases indefinitely through such values is 2~l ; from these facts it will
be clear that for n > 4, B is (only) slightly greater than 2~1w„.
Proof that Rn decreases asn>2
increases.
With m equal to an integer
>2, the inequality Rm>Rm+x is, by (26), equivalent to
1 + Wx + w2 + • ■ ■ + »«-i

+ (w,n — 1)

wm — 1

(71)
1 +

Wi +

w2 +

■ ■ ■+

Wm +

Wm+x

>-

w m+1

Using the fact that if n = (m + l) then wm+i=wm(wm —1), we find that (71) is
equivalent to
1 +

Wx +

W2 +

■■■+

Wm-1

1 +

wL +

w2 +

■ ■■+

wm

>

Wm — 1

Wm(wm — 1)

and, therefore,
to (wm— 1) (l+Wi+w2+
■ ■ ■ +wm-x)>wm,
which obviously
holds since (l+wx+w2+
■ • ■ +wm_i) and wm both exceed 2.

Proof that the limit of P„ is 2_1. From the definition of B,
,„ ,

1 +

(72)

Rn =-+-+

Wx + w2 +

■ ■ ■ + Wn-2

W„-X

I

— •
2wn

2%Vn

2

The middle fraction in the right member of (72) reduces by the equality
Wn= Wn-i(wn-i —1) to an expression whose limit as n approaches infinity is
zero (cf. (26)). In finding the limit as n increases indefinitely of the first fraction in that right member, we apply the known fact that
(1 +

Wi +

Wi +

• ■■+

Wn-i)

á

[(» — 2) +

WiWi ■ ■ ■ Wn-i] . *

* Cf. American Mathematical Monthly, March, 1930, Theorem la, p. 137.
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From this relation it is now evident that the desired proof will be made if

we show that
lim-=0;

n — 2

n-»«o W„_i(to„_i

Since wn-i>n
zero.

wxw2 ■ ■ ■ wn-2

lim-=
—

1)

»-»co

(cf. the second paragraph

Northwestern
University,
Evanston, III.

Wn

1

lim-=0.
»-»»

of this section),

Wn~l

these limits are

